Ideal class pairings map the rational points of rank r ≥ 1 elliptic curves E/Q to the ideal class groups CL(−D) of certain imaginary quadratic fields. These pairings imply that
Introduction and statement of results
Estimating class numbers h(−D) of imaginary quadratic fields Q( √ −D), which also count equivalence classes of discriminant −D integral positive definite binary quadratic forms, is one of the oldest problems in number theory. Gauss conjectured that h(−D) → +∞ as −D → −∞. Heilbronn [1] confirmed this in the 1930s, and Siegel [2] shortly thereafter obtained a nearly definitive solution. For ε > 0, he proved that there are constants c 1 (ε), c 2 (ε) > 0 for which
Siegel's lower bound is inexplicit; there is no known formula for c 1 (ε). Therefore, his work could not even determine the class number 1 discriminants. Baker, Heegner and Stark [3, 4, 5] later famously determined this list: −D ∈ {−3, −4, −7, −8, −11, −19, −43, −67, −163}.
Thanks to work of Goldfeld, Gross and Zagier, modified and ingeniously optimized by Watkins, such lists are now known [6] for h(−D) ≤ 100. The deep theorem of Goldfeld [7] , published in 1976, offered effective class number lower bounds assuming the existence of an elliptic curve E/Q with analytic rank r ≥ 3. Groundbreaking work by Gross and Zagier [8, 9] on the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture confirmed the existence of such curves ten years later, resulting in the effective lower bound [10] (1.1) h(−D) > 1 7000
(log D)
Here we obtain effective lower bounds using elliptic curves in a completely different way. Although we do not improve on (1.1) for all −D, the point of this note is to highlight and make use of an interesting interrelationship between class groups and elliptic curves that often leads to improved class number lower bounds. We employ ideal class pairings, maps of the form
where E −D is the −D-quadratic twist of E. Such maps were previously considered by Buell, Call, and Soleng [11, 12, 13] . The idea is simple. Throughout, suppose that E/Q is given by
where a 4 , a 6 ∈ Z, with j-invariant j(E) and discriminant ∆(E), and suppose that E(Q) has rank r = r(E) ≥ 1. If −D < 0 is a fundamental discriminant, then let E −D /Q be its quadratic twist
The number of SL 2 (Z)-inequivalent forms obtained by pairing points in E(Q) with Q D is a lower bound for h(−D). We derive lower bounds in terms of Ω r := π r 2 /Γ r 2 + 1 , the volume of the R r -unit ball, the regulator R Q (E), the diameter d(E(Q)) (see (3. 3)), and the torsion subgroup E tor (Q). We define
and, in terms of the logarithmic heights of j(E) and ∆(E), we define
Finally, to facilitate the comparison with log(D), we define
Although the hypotheses for Theorem 1.1 are satisfied by many E/Q for each −D, we seek choices that improve (1.1). In view of (1.6), we require choices where the height of Q D is small and where c(E) is not too small. For each E, we offer a natural family of discriminants, those of the form −D E (t) := −4(t 3 + a 4 t − a 6 ), with t ∈ Z. In these cases, we choose Q −D E (t) := (−t, 1). Theorem 1.2. If ε > 0, then there is an effectively computable constant N(E, ε) < 0 such that for negative fundamental discriminants −D E (t) < N(E, ε) we have
Remark. Theorem 1.2 improves on (1.1) for large −D E (t) (i.e. t → +∞) when r(E) ≥ 3. A famous example of Elkies [15] has r(E) ≥ 28, and by a classical theorem of Hooley (see Ch. IV of [16] ), on square-free values of irreducible cubic polynomials, produces the effective lower bound
1 Goldfeld conjectures [14] that asymptotically half of the E −D have rank 1, and so such points are plentiful. The integrality of Q D is easily satisfied by changing models of E and E −D by clearing denominators if necessary.
We give infinite families of E/Q using the discriminant ∆ a,b := −16(27b 4 − 4a 6 ) curves
For integers t, we let D a,b (t) := 4(t 3 − a 2 t − b 2 ). For positive integers a, b, we let
are chosen to have the largest canonical height. Theorem 1.3. If a and b are positive integers, then the following are true:
(1) Theorem 1.3 is effective. One can make explicit 2 b ≫ a 1 and a ≫ b 1. Moreover, we note that −D n+1,n (−1) = −8n covering all −D ≡ 0 (mod 8). Furthermore, we note that h(−D) ≥ h(−4D)/4, and so these curves cover all negative discriminants.
(2) Theorem 1.3 (1) often improves on (1.1) (e.g. for large t ∈ Z + when a and b are small, or when −D a,b (t) is suitably composite).
(3) Theorem 1.3 (2) often provides a log D power improvement to (1.1). Florian Luca has noted, for each 0 < c < 1/2, that the effective lower bound This note is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove Theorem 2.1, a result which provides the ideal class pairings, and determines conditions guaranteeing SL 2 (Z)-inequivalence. Using this result, the proof of Theorem 1.2 is reduced to effectively counting rational points with bounded height, which we address in Section 3. In Section 4 we state and prove Theorem 4.1, a result which implies Theorem 1.2. Theorem 1.1 follows the proof of Theorem 4.1 mutatis mutandis. Finally, in Section 5 we prove Theorem 1.3.
Elliptic curves Ideal class pairings
Works by Buell, Call, and Soleng [11, 12, 13] offered elliptic curve ideal class pairings, which produce discriminant −D integral positive definite binary quadratic forms from points on E(Q) and E −D (Q). We offer a generalization and minor correction of Theorem 4.1 of [13] . 3 Assume the notation from Section 1.
, then we shall show that there are integers ℓ for which F P,Q (X, Y ) defined below is a discriminant −D positive definite integral binary quadratic form.
Theorem 2.1. Assuming the notation and hypotheses above,
. Moreover, if (P 1 , Q 1 ) and (P 2 , Q 2 ) are two such pairs for which F P 1 ,Q 1 (X, Y ) and
For E : y 2 = x 3 − 4x + 9, we have points P 1 := (0, 3) and P 2 := (−2, 3). Using Q := (−3, 1) ∈ E −24 (Q) and ℓ = 2, we obtain the inequivalent discriminant −24 forms F P 1 ,Q (X, Y ) = 3X 2 + 12XY + 14Y 2 and F P 2 ,Q (X, Y ) = X 2 + 8XY + 22Y 2 . It turns out h(−24) = 2.
Proof. A calculation shows that F P,Q (X, Y ) has discriminant −D. We now show that there are integers ℓ for which F P,Q (X, Y ) is integral, and that all such choices preserve SL 2 (Z)-equivalence.
Since G = gcd(α, C 6 v 2 ), we have that G | 4w 6 B 2 . Let H := gcd(2w 3 B, C 3 v). Then G | H 2 , and so C 3 v/H, which divides C 6 v 2 /G, is relatively prime to α/G. Choose k ∈ Z so that
If α/G is odd, k can be found by inverting α/G (mod 2C 3 v H ). If α/G is even, then −C 3 vD ≡ 2w 3 B (mod 2), and so k may be found by inverting α/2G (mod C 3 v H ). We choose ℓ ≡ Hk (mod C 3 v). The conditions on ℓ imply that the coefficient of XY in F P,Q (X, Y ) has the same parity as −D. The numerator of the Y 2 term, (
, it is also divisible by 4α. Therefore, it is divisible by 4C 6 v 2 α/G, and so F P,Q (X, Y ) is integral.
We now determine the inequivalence of F P 1 ,Q 1 (X, Y ) and F P 2 ,Q 2 (X, Y ). Note that
Since ℓ is defined modulo 2C 3 γ/H, its choice does not affect SL 2 (Z)-equivalence. If ( a b c d ) ∈ SL 2 (Z) and F P 2 ,Q 2 (X, Y ) = F P 1 ,Q 1 (aX + bY, cX + dY ), then the leading terms satisfy
If c = 0, then a 2 = 1, and the equation reduces to α 2 G 2 = α 1 G 1 . If c = 0, both terms inside the square brackets are positive, and together are at least |D|/4, so α 2
Heights on elliptic curves
To deduce Theorem 1.2 from Theorem 2.1, we use estimates for the number of rational points on elliptic curves with bounded height. Here we recall the facts we require. Each rational point P ∈ E(Q) has the form P = ( [18] bounds the differences between these heights in terms of the logarithmic heights of j(E) and ∆(E).
Asymptotics for the number of rational points on an elliptic curve with bounded height are well known (for example, see [19, Prop 4.18] ). If E(Q) has rank r ≥ 1 and Ω r = π r 2 /Γ r 2 + 1 , then in terms of the regulator R Q (E) and |E tor (Q)|, we have
The error term can be shown to be O(T r 2 −1+ 1 r+1 ) (for example, see Landau [20] ). To prove Theorem 1.2, we require effective lower bounds for the number of points with bounded height. To this end, if {P 1 , . . . , P r } is a basis for the free part of E(Q), then its diameter is
It is the largest square-distance between any two vertices of the parallelopiped in R r constructed
Proposition 3.2. Assume the notation and hypotheses above. If d = d(E(Q)) is the diameter of any basis of the free part of E(Q), then for T > d(E)/4 we have
Proof. Let B = {P 1 , . . . , P r } be any basis for E(Q). We must count points on the lattice Λ ∈ R r , generated by v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v r for which v i · v j = P i , P j . The number of points in the subgroup of E(Q) generated by B with height bounded by T is the number of points in Λ ∩ B(T 1 2 ), where B(R) is the closed ball in R r centered at the origin of radius R.
For each point λ ∈ Λ, let P λ be the half-open parallelepiped given by
In the last inequality we used the fact that T ≥ d/4. Since we have R Q (E) := | det( P i , P j ) 1≤i,j≤r |, it follows that Vol(P λ ) = R E (Q). To complete the proof, we note that torsion points have height zero, and so we may multiply the last estimate by |E tor (Q)|.
These same arguments can be used to give lower bounds for the number of points of bounded height generated from any linearly independent points in E(Q). 4. Proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are proven in the same way. For simplicity, we first consider Theorem 1.2, which pertains to fundamental discriminants −D E (t), and where we have chosen to pair the points in E(Q) with Q t := (−t, 1) ∈ E −D E (t) (Q). We obtain the precise Theorem 4.1, which in turn implies Theorem 1.2.
We show that points P ∈ E(Q) with canonical height h(P ) ≤ T E (t), where 
Remark. Since D E (t) is cubic, the conclusion holds for all but finitely many −D E (t). Moreover, the proof works for any m independent points in E(Q) thanks to Proposition 3.3.
Deduction of Theorem 1.2 from Theorem 4.1. It suffices to note that T E (t) ∼ log(D E (t))/12.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We suppose that t ∈ Z + satisfies (t + 1)
We show that these points map to inequivalent forms when paired with Q t = (−t, 1)
, and let F 1 := F P 1 ,Qt (X, Y ) and F 2 := F P 2 ,Qt (X, Y ). Since gcd(A i , C i ) = 1, their leading terms are α i G i = α i = |A i + tC 2 i |. Thanks to Theorem 3.1, we have that
We observe that α i ≤ (t + 1)H(P i ). Since H(
Hence, we find that α 1 α 2 ≤ 1 4 D E (t), and so by Theorem 2.1, F 1 and F 2 are inequivalent unless
, and by the bounds on |A i | we have that A 1 = A 2 . This then implies that C 2 1 = C 2 2 , and so P 1 = ±P 2 . This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We follow the proof of Theorem 4.1, noting instead that Q D = (u, v) ∈ E −D (Q), with u, v ∈ Z, where v = 0, and v is even if −D is odd. Arguing as before, we find that F 1 and F 2 are inequivalent unless α 1
G 2 , and that |A i | ≤ H(P i ) ≤ |u| 2v 2 ≤ 1 2 |u|. Since C 2 i > 0, this implies that A 1 − uC 2 1 and A 2 − uC 2 2 have the same signs. If α 1 G 1 = α 2 G 2 , then A 1 G 2 − A 2 G 1 = u(C 2 1 G 2 − C 2 2 G 1 ). The left hand side is divisible by, but not exceeding, |u|; and so it must be 0. This implies
G 2 , and so A 1
. Hence, we have P 1 = ±P 2 . This completes the proof.
A nice family of elliptic curves
Theorem 1.3 is a simple consequence of the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1. If a and b are positive integers, then the following are true:
(1) If a ≫ b 1 (resp. b ≫ a 1), then (0, b) and (−a, b) are independent points in E a,b (Q).
(2) If a ≫ b 1 (resp. b ≫ a 1), then (0, b 3 ), (−a, b 3 ), and (−b 2 , ab) are independent points in E a,b 3 (Q).
Proof. This follows easily from Silverman's specialization theorem for elliptic curves. Suppose that E t /Q(t) is an elliptic curve which is not isomorphic over Q(t) to an elliptic curve defined over Q. For w ∈ Q, we let σ w be the specialization map (t → w):
Generally, E w is an elliptic curve over Q. Silverman's theorem (see Th. C of [21] ) states, for all but finitely many w ∈ Q, that σ w is an injective homomorphism between elliptic curves. The claims follows immediately by viewing a and b as indeterminates respectively.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. In view of Proposition 5.1 and Proposition 3.3, the proof follows the proof of Theorem 4.1 mutatis mutandis.
